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Abstract. This research aims to investigate the factors influencing waste recycling behavior of Thai
households and examine the role of responsibility as a moderator. The results of logistic regression analysis
of 381 random samples in Bangkok indicated that attitude toward recycling, subjective norm of engaging
communities, awareness of recycling benefit, perceived facility condition, perceived recycling skill, and
degree of responsibility significantly influence household recycling intention. The moderating effects of
responsibility were found on economic incentive and perceived recycling facility condition. Higher
responsibility level tends to weaken the impacts of economic incentive and perceived facility condition on
willingness to recycle of household.
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1. Introduction
Waste problems are among the most urgent challenges of environmental and social issue in Thailand.
The amount of generated solid waste had risen from 30,640 tons per day in 1993 to 41,410 tons per day in
2009 whereas less than 40% of total were properly managed [1]. Though over decades that recycling has
been encouraged as a tool to reduce the harsh effects of excessive solid waste on environment and society,
the current recycling participation rate in Thailand is still rather low. Only approximately 20% of over 15
million tons of annual generated household solid waste are being recycled whereas it is estimated that the
potential recycling rate in Thailand is as high as 40-60% [2]. Since the achievement of recycling programs
depends largely on the active and sustained involvement of people, this research proposed to obtain insights
into household waste recycling behavior in Thailand by gaining an understanding of what factors influence
households’ decision to participate in recycling.

2. Theoretical Frameworks
Theory of reasoned action (TRA) and theory of planed behavior (TPB) have been well recognizable as
model that provide framework to explain the determinants of a behavior. The TRA suggests that behavior is
a direct function of intention which is formed by attitude toward that behavior and subjective norm. When
one has high intention, it is likely that he or she will perform the behavior [3]. In addition to the attitude and
subjective norm, TPB includes perceived behavioral control (PBC) into the model to capture non-volitional
behavior or those requiring resources, opportunities, and specific skills. The PBC refers to the individual’s
possible beliefs of difficulty in completing a certain behavior, and it influences both intention and behavior.
The TRA and TPB have been extensively applied to predict recycling behavior in many occasions [4-9].
However, many researchers supported that there are other variables, which are not completely covered by
TRA and TPB, that predict environmental behaviors [4-5, 9-16]. Some also argued that the theories fail to
sufficiently predict moral related behaviors [17-18]. Since recycling is often classified as a pro-social
behavior within moral domain [18-19], it is notable to include moral concept into the study framework to
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permit a better understanding of recycling behavior. One of prominent moral model is Schwartz’s norm
activation model (NAM) [20-21]. The model posits that the activation of pro-social behavior is most likely
when one is aware of the positive consequences of the behavior and he or she feels responsible for that. The
study combined the TPB and NAM together with relevant variables suggested in previous researches into the
framework to investigate factors influencing recycling intention and examine which extent moderating effect
of responsibility influences intention to recycling of households.

3. Research Design
3.1. Sampling and data collection
The data of this research were obtained from personal interviews based on a structured questionnaire,
designed follow the previous literatures [7-9, 11, 22]. To examine the quality of the questionnaire items, pretests were hold two times in November and October 2010 prior to the main survey which conducted during
the period of December 2010 to January 2011. The internal consistency of question dimensions was
measured by Conbach’s alpha coefficient [23] which indicates the degree to which a set of items measures a
single unidimensional latent construct, values from 0 to 1. The results of the second pre-test were satisfied in
every question with the alpha coefficients ranged from 0.71 to 0.88. The verified questionnaire survey
consisted with 3 parts; 1) respondent profiles, 2) questions regarding recycling behavior and intention, and 3)
six-point scales question items on psychological, situational, and economic factors (strongly disagree=1 to
strongly agree=6). The Bangkok capital city was selected for the study area. The target population was
individuals who have been inhabited in Bangkok not less than 90 days. Multi-stages sampling method was
applied to gather research samples. The inner-Bangkok area, which is classified as residential and business
area [24], was selected as the interest group. Pathumwan district was randomly selected from 21 innerBangkok districts by drawing lots. The number of requiring samples was calculated by Krejcie and Morgen’s
sampling formula [25]. According to the population and housing statistic provided by Department of
Provincial Administration [26], 381 samples were required at 5% margin error for Pathumwan district which
has a population of 58,858 people (male 27,463; female 31,395) as of 2009. In the final stage, the number of
sample required for 4 sub-districts in Pathumwan district was calculated by the ratio-sampling method.

3.2. Analysis methodology
Logistic regression analysis was employed to estimate significant effects of explanatory variables in the
study. Parameters in logistic regression model are estimated by maximum likelihood method. The statistical
significance of each coefficient is evaluated using the Wald test. The regression coefficient represents the
change in the logit of the probability from a unit change in the associated predictor, holding other factors
constant [27]. The goodness-of-fit of the logistic regression models in this study was analyzed using a) the
Omnibus test, which is a likelihood-ratio chi-square test whether the coefficients of the variables in the
model are all jointly equal to zero; b) the Hosmer & Lemeshow goodness of fit test, which examines the null
hypothesis that the model adjust well to the data; and c) the Nagelkerke R2 ,which reveals the amount of
variation in the outcome variable that is explained by the model, having maximum value equal to 1 [28-29].

4. Data Analysis
Most of the respondents were female (56.7%), completed undergraduate school (63.3%), single (70.9%),
and having personal monthly income in a range of 10,001 to 20,000 Thai baht (41.7%). The median age of
the respondents was 28 years old. The samples demonstrated appropriate representatives of Bangkok
population which 52.4% is female, median age is a range of 20 to 34 years old, per capita income on average
equal to 11,284 Thai baht [30]. However, the sample group was better educated than the populations which
have average years of educational attainment at 12 years [31]. Of total 381 samples, 231 respondents (60.6%)
reported that they have intention to recycle.
Principal component analysis (PCA) was carried out prior to constructing the logistic regression model
to examine the empirical dimensions of questionnaire data measured on ordinal scales [32-33]. The results of
the PCA performed with thirty items showed no problematic collinearity across dimensions. The factor
loadings demonstrated 11 dimensions. All components in aggregate explained 91.98% of the total variance
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in the data. KMO=0.741 showed a modest sampling adequacy of factor analysis. The Bartlett’s test is highly
significant at p-value equal to .00, approved that the PCA is applicable.
The logistic regression analysis on intention to recycle was computed in three stages. The recycling
intention variable was measured by self-report binary scale, coded as 1 = ‘have intention’ and 0 = ‘have no
intention’. In the first stage, explanatory variables from the TPB framework and situational variables were
installed into the model. The result is summarized in model 1, table 1. Hosmer and Lemeshow test was
significant. Omnibus test of model coefficients was significant. Nagelkerke R Square equalled to .68.
Attitude toward recycling, external subjective norm (norm of involving communities outside household),
perceived facility condition, and perceived recycling skill were significantly predicted recycling intention. In
the next stage, awareness of recycling benefit and responsibility from the NAM framework were inserted
into the model. Hosmer and Lemeshow test became insignificant indicated that the model adjusted well to
the data when including NAM variables into the model. Omnibus test of model coefficients was significant
both at step and model level. Nagelkerke R Square equalled to .69, revealed that adding NAM variables into
the model improved, though slightly, a more accuracy of the model. Both awareness of recycling benefit and
responsibility were significantly predicted recycling intention. To estimate the moderating effect of
responsibility, interaction terms of the responsibility with the predictors were injected into the model in the
third stage. Hosmer and Lemeshow test was not significant revealed that the model fitted well to the data.
Omnibus test of model coefficients was significant. The Nagelkerke R Square increased to .75. The
coefficient of interaction terms demonstrated significant moderating impacts of responsibility on two
predictors; economic incentive and perceived facility condition. With higher responsibility, it is likely that
the intention to recycling depends less on the condition of recycling facility. In addition, though economic
incentive was not a significant predictor in the main effect estimation, responsibility significantly moderated
the impact of economic factor. When responsibility level is higher, it is probable that recycling intention
depends less on economic incentive. A higher responsibility is likely to diminish the crowning-out
phenomenon from economic variables [18, 34].
Table. 1: Results of the main effects and moderating effects of recycling intention
Predictors
Attitude toward recycling
Internal subjective norm
External subjective norm
Economic incentive
Perceived space needed for recycling
Perceived time needed for recycling
Perceived facility condition
Perceived recycling skill
Adequacy of recycling information
Awareness of recycling benefit
Responsibility
Attitude toward recycling by responsibility
Internal subjective norm by responsibility
External subjective norm by responsibility
Economic incentive by responsibility
Perceived space needed for recycling by responsibility
Perceived time needed for recycling by responsibility
Perceived facility condition by responsibility
Perceived recycling skill by responsibility
Adequacy of recycling information by responsibility
Awareness of recycling benefit by responsibility

Model 1
B
Sig.
.753
.008
-.007
.972
.381
.020
-.107
.534
-.315
.088
.049
.789
1.551
.000
1.013
.003
-.124
.562

Statistically significant at the *0.05 and **0.01 level.
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**
*

**
**

Model 2
B Sig.
.657 .031
-.033 .872
.334 .047
-.099 .567
-.257 .163
-.031 .868
1.506 .000
.963 .005
-.115 .611
.384 .039
.428 .012

*
*

**
**
*
*

Model 3
B
Sig.
.561
.137
-.069
.751
.429
.022
-.032
.863
-.246
.238
-.230
.311
1.968
.000
1.344
.001
-.214
.407
.484
.020
.706
.011
.278
.268
-.324
.109
.207
.140
-.844
.002
.450
.360
.329
.154
-.603
.010
.092
.762
1.104
.096
.239
.123

*

**
**
*
*

**

**

The results from the logistic regression analysis supported the theory of planed behaviour as attitude
toward recycling, external subjective norm, and perceived beliefs of difficulty in completing recycling
(perceived facility condition and perceived recycling skill) significantly explained intention to recycle. In
addition, the study verified that recycling tends to be an altruism behavior as recycling intention appeared to
be shaped by awareness of the need and household responsibility. The degree of responsibility both provided
direct effect on recycling intention and moderated the impacts of economic incentive and facility condition
on willingness to recycle of households.
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Fig. 1: Path diagram of factors determine recycling intention

The outcomes of the study provide some directions to improve recycling participation in Bangkok. First,
improving of recycling facilities, services and relevant support systems should be primarily concerned.
Intensive attentions should be paid on the service accessibility and standard of disposal containers. The
facility and service should be comfortable to get access and a universal standard of classification of
separation container as well as sorting criteria should be clearly specified. Moreover, people should be well
educated how to recycle household waste in practice; what materials should be separated, how to sort, and
where to deposit them. The support systems and recycling skills are crucial because these factors were found
to largely affect recycling intention. Policy for reinforcing positive attitude toward recycling should also be
carefully taken notice. Besides, people’s recycling intention tends to depend on recycling norm of their
engaging communities. Thus, it is important to make recycling an activist and favorable practice performed
by a majority of people in the societies. In addition, scheme on increasing people’s awareness and
responsibility on recycling participation need to be concentrated. People with higher responsibility are not
only likely to have intention to recycle; their intention also tends to be less sensitive on external factors as
recycling facilities and economic factors.
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